The meeting was called to order at 1815. Quorum was established. Minutes for September formally approved. Treasury report not available.

Glyphosate petition update: consensus to achieve success or conclude effort at city and county levels before going to state. Ward reported that a few people spoke about stopping glyphosate use at the BernCo commission meeting on October 9, when the petitions were presented to the Commission and that Commissioner O’Malley requested that county staff look into ways of reducing glyphosate use.

The topic of instituting a Facebook protocol for the GPAMA FB page was raised. Discussion postponed to a future meeting after getting learning more about any controversies.

The question of whether GPAMA wants to list out monthly meetings on event@.us was raised. The point was made that the company could get meeting information from our web site and decided that more information was needed.

Ward reported about the recent KUNM call-in show that discussed voting. The Green Party was specifically mentioned with comments from Ward and Mudd and others incorporated into the broadcast.

There was a discussion about what motivated Greens with mentions of the environment, single-payer healthcare, and education.

The next Green Council meeting was announced for Saturday, November 10, 1:30* p. m. at LMC in Santa Fe. Upcoming documentaries Thirty Seconds to Midnight and Dawnland, both at the ACPJ were announced.

Meeting adjourned at 1942.

*advertised time is 1:00, reported incorrectly in the meeting.